Twitter Study @ Berkeley

Stopping Notifications from Paco
To stop the experiment and notifications from Paco, open Paco and tap on the Berkeley Study experiment.
Tap on the dots in the upper right...

Take a moment to note what was happening, where you were and what you were feeling as you were signaled. Now, hold that feeling in your mind as you answer the following questions. As you were signaled, were you feeling generally positive or negative?

Please select an option

Did you feel ... upset?
Not at all                     Extremely
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

... proud?
Not at all                     Extremely
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

... active?
And tap **Stop Experiment**

This deletes the study data from your phone (don’t worry, we still have the data stored confidentially).
You can also uninstall the Paco app, which will delete the study data from your phone.

Go to your device’s **Settings** app, then select **Apps** or **Application manager**. Tap on Paco and tap on Uninstall.
If you have questions, please email us at twitterstudy@berkeley.edu

Thank you for participating in research at Berkeley!